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Please read instructions completely before operating this quadcopter. 

DR-XL 
2.4 G controlling system,6 axis gyroscope. 

Brand new headless,altitude-hold modes,one key return function. 

New One-key take off/landing function. 

Unique foldable structure. 

Item No: DR-XL 
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Highlights 

• Uniqe type with foldable structure.

• 3.7V 850mAh lithium battery.
• Newest One Key Return function ,very easy to control.press the key of

headless mode,the controller will "di-di",the drone will return according to
the open or correction defined by the rear back,pls press the key or poke
the direction rocker again,then will stop return.

• Brand new medium throttle altitude-hold mode, Simply pair the quadcopter
with the remote control, engage the throttle and the quadcopter will stay at
the same altitude. The quadcopter also features a high-resolution on-board
camera for better quality images and video.

• Better designed structure makes the quadcopter more flexible and faster.
The wind-resistance feature allows to flight stability and suitable for indoor
& outdoor flight.

• 6 axis gyroscope for precise hovering in the sky.
• Simple design makes the parts replacing easy.
• Easy to disassemble and packed with a whole range of features, such as

flip manoeuvres and an on-board camera.

Safty&Cautions 
1.Please keep small parts out of the reach of children to prevent the risk of

an accident.
2.The quadcopter is very powerful, therefore engage the throttle slowly when

you fly it for the first time in order to prevent it from ascending too rapidly,
which could damage the quadcopter due to a collision.

3. When you have finished using the quadcopter, turn off the remote control
and then switch off the quadcopter.

4.Do not expose batteries to heat or high temperatures (such as naked
flames or near to electric heaters).

5.Make sure that the quadcopter is kept at a distance of 2-3 m from the pilot
or other people to ensure that the quadcopter does not hit anyone during
take-off or landing

6.Children must only operate the quadcopter when supervised by an adult.
The quadcopter must be kept within the pilot's (and supervisor's) field of
view in order to keep the quadcopter under control.

7.Do not charge disposable batteries. Pay attention to the polarity when
inserting or replacing batteries and do not mix old and new batteries or
batteries of different types.

8.Turn off the remote control and quadcopter when you are not using the
product and remove the batteries in the remote control.

9.Short circuit and reversed connection are not allowed for the power terminal.
The materials, specifications and components stated or illustrated in these 
instructions are for reference purposes only. We shall not be responsible for 
any changes to this publication, nor are we able to inform customers of any 
updates or changes. 
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Contents 

packaging includeds these 
items as follows: 

• Quadcopter • WIFI Camera (0.3MP)
• Transmitter • Covers
• Propellors
• Screws(6pcs)
• USB Charging Cable
• Screwdriver
• Instruction manual
• Clips,use for phone

iiiiii 

Remote control 
Overview of remote control buttons (Mode 2) 

360° flip---=:::;;?; 

Headless mode 
one key return ---.... 1 

Left control stick 
(ascend/descend --ttHc!H--il--{@J 
I yaw left/right ) 

Yaw trim 

High/Low 
speed switch 

One-key take 
off/landing 

V.--'1Y,--_'-'rl_On/Off switch 

Direction control 
(forward/backward 
/lefUright) 

gj=���s.f.JJ.-Leftward/Rightward 

:--=:-.:f],��::s:;��i::_r_
flight trim 

-r Forward 
PhotoNideo ---+-+�-H---' /Backward trim 

(This function button 
is unavailable when 
connecting the WIFI 
image transmission. 
This function is 
available in the 
mobile phone ) 
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--+ ...... -+--+--LCD Screen 

 equip 

Note: when the remote control 
is the default mode two operation, 
if need to switch mode operation, 
please hold down the key about 
the right side trim , then turn on 
the remote controller , can be 
switched to mode 1 (see fig.). 

After the switch to the modes 
one, that have a number of 
functions will be the following 
functions swap, specific as 
follows: 

ascend/descend .,.forward/backward 
photo/video.,. forward/backward trim 



� 
� Battery Cover 

k=B + I+ I 

4 XAA(LR06) 
1.5V Batteries 

Inserting batteries: Remove the battery compartment on the back of the remote 
control and insert 4 AA alkaline batteries, paying attention to the polarity markings in 
the battery compartment {batteries must be purchased separately). 

1.lnstall batteries in correct polarity.
A 2.Do not mix old and new batteries. 

3.Do not mix different types of batteries.

Remote control key ad and LCD manual 

1.Right/Left roll Trim: The corresponding value is shown when the quadcopter
is turned on. 

2.Forward/Backward Trim: The corresponding value is shown when the
quadcopter is turned on. 

3.Yaw trim: The corresponding value is shown when the quadcopter is turned on.
4.Corresponding Value Display:LCD screen display CH1 ,is the accelerator

corresponding value, LCD screen display CH2,is the right/left diversion 
corresponding value,LCD screen display CH3,is the forward/backward 
corresponding value,LCD screen display CH4,is the right/left roll trim 
corresponding value. 

5.High/Low Speed display: Press the high/low speed switch to switch between
high speed and low speed modes. 

6.Battery level: displays the remote control battery level.
?.MODE display to MODE 2 by default. Move the A wheel to the right and hold 

down the power button to switch to MODE 1. 
8.Signal display: Indicates the signal strength.
9.Photo display:press the key of photo,the LCD displays the photo icon.
1 a.Video display:press the key of video,the LCD displays the video icon.
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Shaft body of motor unfolding/folding function 

folding diagram 

Press on the button of quadcopter's bottom,in the meantime move the 
shaft body, then it can unfold/fold. 

Install landing skids & propeller protecting frame 

1.lnstall the
stand in the
stand slot.

2.lnstall the
protective housing
in the motor shaft
and then install
the bolts

Note: The material of leaf protective housing is soft for the safety, which 
may easily distort and the leaf may scratch the protective housing, 
under this condition, please open the protective housing till it is not 
scratched by the leaf. 

Preparation for flight 

Step1: Open the battery 
cover and insert the 
battery into power port. 

Step2:Press the aircraft 
switch for onesecond,turn 
on power switch. 

"'1 I

Step 3: Press the ON/OFF 
power switch up. 

Step4:When the LED indicator on the quadcopter stops 
flashing and stays constant, this indicates that the 
quadcopter was paired successfully with the remote 
control. 

NB: (1 )To pair the quadcopter with the remote control, turn on the 
quadcopter and the remote control, then wait for the LED 
indicator on the quadcopter to stopflashing and stay constant. 

(2) Please pair the frequency within Sm to the aircraft for avoiding
interference from other signals.

(3)When connecting the battery terminal with the power plug of the
aircraft, avoid reversely connecting the positive and negative poles.



Change and charge battery of quadcopter 

1. Press power swicth for one second
turn off power,open battery cover.

l 

3.Connect the USB plug to your computer, then
connect the battery cable to the USB connector
(the LED indicator stays off when charging and
turns on when charging is complete).

2.Pull out the battery wire from
the power port.

4.Reconnect the battery wire to
power port, close the battery
cover.

Charging the quadcopter for11 Ominutes will provide at least 7 minutes of flight time. 
The quadcopter can fly to a distance of up to 50 m when flown outside with the remote 
control. WIFI ourdoor control distant about 25m. 

Pay attention to the following when charging the battery: 
Never expose the charged battery to high temperatures such as naked flames or electric 
heaters, as this may damage the battery or cause an explosion. 
Never use the battery to hit or strike the surface of hard objects. 
Never place the battery in water and ensure that it is stored in a dry place 
Never dismantle the battery. 
Never leave the battery unattended whilst charging. 
When it is charging, please do not reversely connect the positive and negative poles of 
the battery terminal. 

Mode 2 model-control 
Flight Controls 

Up and down 

t t 

�

t l 

Forward and backward 

Push the left control stick up and down Push the right direction control rudder up 
quadcopter will up and down. and down to fly forward and backward. 
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Rotation Leftward/Rightward flight 

Push the left control stick left and right Push the right direction control rudder 
to control the left/right rotation. left and right, quadcopter move to the 

leftward and rightward. 

Tnm Forward/Backward Tnm Leftward/Rightward flight 

When the quadcopter is hovering When the quadcopter is hovering 

in place, if it drifts forward or back in place, if it drifts to the side, 

, press the forward/backward trim press the leftward/rightward flight 

button in the direction you want it trim button in the direction you 

to go until it's stable. want it to go until it's stable. 

Left/Right trim 

When the quadcopter keeps 

rotating to left /right, you can 

correct it by pressing the 

right I left trim. 

Introduction of uadco ter function 
Low-voltage protection: 
When the quadcopter battery is not enough, the rotors will be stopped from power 
supply.As the quadcopter control system will protect the battery automatically. 
Restart function: 
In case of flight disorder or sideward flight, restore factory default settings by the 
following methods: 

--------. ...... 

1.Put battery into the aircraft,
then turn on switch.
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2.Turn on the remote controller.
The quadcopter LED will stop
flashing and stay constant once it
has paired with the remote control.





1orward 

�
· 2. When headless mode is enabled, the quadcopter will· move in the direction of the remote control levers, 

. , regardless of its orientation. This makes it easy to bring 
backward the quadcopter home when it is far away from you. 

3.When using headless
mode, the front of the
quadcopter must point in
the direction of flight; the
back of the quadcopter
should be facing the pilot.
(See the diagrams above 
for the correct position.) 

One key return 

The correct mode
for take off

During the flight ,press the key of headless mode.the 
controller will "di-di",the drone will return according to 
the open or correction defined by the rear back,pls 
press the key or poke the direction rocker.Then will 
stop return. /' n 
NB:One key return requires that the back of the quadcopter should be 

facing the pilot until it is in a straight line, as shown in figure above that 
take off under headless mode.In the headless mode turn back into one 
key return mode, relieve one key return will into a headless mode. 

Medium throttle altitude-hold: 
Brand new medium throttle altitude-hold mode makes operation easier. 

Simply pair the quadcopter with the remote control.engage the throttle and 
the quadcopter will stay at the same altitude.The quadcopter also features 
a high-resolution on-board camera for better quality images and video. 
NB: 1. The aircraft may possibly be unbalanced within 1 min after starting 

flying due to the temperature change, it is normal that the aircraft 
may slowly ascend/descend occasionally. 

2. When the aircraft ascend/descend suddenly as a result of shock,
please correct the horizontal level of the aircraft. Refer to P7 Restart
Function for detailed operation.

One-key take off /landing: 

Brand new one-key take off/one-key landing 
technology, after ready tofly, tap the button of one-
key take off/one-key landing, Blades will begin to 
rotate slowly, after about one second the quadcopter 
will rise to one meter height slowly; Tap the button of 
one-key take off/one-key landing when landing, the 
quadcopter will land on the ground slowly, then blades 
will stop rotating slowly.During landing, push the throttle 
rocker upward so it can cancel one-key landing function. 
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*App interface introduce:

WiFiGo 

r- �

L 

1.After you have installed the APP app,you
must first connect to FPV's WIFI network
"SKY WIFI XXXX" launch the "WiFi GO"
on your phone,enter APP haome page.

2.Tap "HELP"to view a descrytion
of the app's controls.

Choose control way 

rcontrol 

APP c ... ntrol 
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3.Tap "START"to view a
descrytion of the app's
controls.

4.Manipulation with a 5.Manipulation by means

6.Tap the folder icon on
the bottom right to
acess captured images
and videos.

Note: 

remote controlling of mobile phone APP :
device :only image have image transmission
transmission, but and manipulation
without any manipulation. 

r.�===-���----:==�
m

7. Tap the phot folder on the left to view all
captured images,or edit the photo. Stap the
video folder on the right to view all captured
video or edit the video.(lf it cannot play video,
please try to download another player)

(1). The mobile phone APP function will be interfered by the 
magnetic field, WIFI signal and communication signal, in order to ensure 
the ideal state of mobile phone APP control and image transmission, 
please do not use the mobile phone APP function in the environment 
with serious interference. 

(2). It is possible that the APP download will be failure since the 
mobile phone model and mobile phone system version are difference, 
under this condition, please use other mobile phone or browser and 
then download it again. ,,,,,,...._,,.....,,...,,,. 

(3)Due to the restraint of the mobile phone version
authorization, when controlling the aircraft with mobile 
phone APP, it may possibly cause full screen display 
when there' s incoming call, for the sake of safety, the 
aircraft will slowly descend about 20s later under this 
condition. (as shown in the right figure) 
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*Overview of phone controls

Video-----� - -- - - - -- High/low speed

r.;;;;;;;--;;;;-----;;;;;;----;;:;--;;;;;---;;;;;;;;;;::::i_ ReturnPhoto 
--.:=------==----1---- 3 D Tu mbing 

Start/emergency --+----�-� -----+- Right control lever 
stop 

Left control lever --+--�--

Cali brate--r-a::.,,... 

Gyroscope mode----1-&• 
00:00 

Yaw left/right-- - -� 

Forward/backward trim 

a.a----c-- -------,------i------ One-key take off 

__ _ _  .e...._ _ _ _  --1---- One-key landing 

Access files 

Wi-Fi signal strength 

� -- -Leftward/rightward trim

'---------Track model 

Headless Reverse left/right controls 

1.To pair your phone with the quadcopter, turn on the quadcopter and wait for
approximately several seconds before connecting to the quadcopter's Wi-Fi
network.Open the app on your device and then tap "Start" to enter the control
interface.select mobile phone operation (the quadcopter LED will stop flashing
and stay constant).

2.To view the quadcopter camera on your phone in real time, pair the quadcopter
with the remote control as described on page 5, then connect your phone to the
quadcopter's Wi-Fi network, open the app and click "START" to enter into the
interface of selecting remote control mode, select remote controller operation
and then enter into the real-time transmission interface.

3.lf you wish to switch to controlling the quadcopter with your phone via Wi-Fi, you
must bring the quadcopter home first, then turn off the remote control, return to
the main screen on the app (the quadcopter LED will start to flash) and tap
"Start" to enter the control interface (the quadcopter LED will stop flashing and
stay constant). (Only applies to Wi-Fi mode.)

4.lf you wish to switch to controlling the quadcopter with the remote control and
view the quadcopter camera on your phone in real time, you must bring the
quadcopter home first, then return to the main screen on the app (the quadcopter
LED will start to flash) and turn on the remote control (the quadcopter LED will
stop flashing and stay constant). Then tap "Start" in the app to view the
quadcopter camera in real time. (Only applies to remote control mode I real-time
video mode.)

5.When controlling the quadcopter with the remote control and viewing the camera
on your phone in real time.To take a photo or record a video.you must use the
photo/video buttons on the screen as the camera/video button on the remote
control will not work.

6.Under mobile phone control state, enable the gravity m CiiJ m 1!51 a 1e1
model, the throttle turning operation is the same as in
the common mode. For the side-flight operation, it is
changed to hold the original direction area. Then the
aircraft will change the flying direction according to
the inclining direction of the mobile phone.
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?.Under mobile phone control state, enable the rn CiJ m 
track mode, the throttle turning operation is the 
same as the common mode, the side flight 
operation is changed that it draws the side 
flight track at the right of the interface, the 

< 

TI<RO 
"' 

)RUDD 

aircraft will fly according to the track. The v 

proportion adjustment below the ascending � 11 � 
and descending direction control lever can ....__""".�_-_--::_--:_�-------...... 
control the proportion of the line length and actual aircraft flight distance, the 
higher the proportion, the farther the flying distance. 

This feature must be used in an open area in order to avoid the risk of 
collision. 

NB: This mobile phone control function is only applicable to 
TK110W, the APP software of the product may change the 
interface and ad the functions according to the upgrading 
and updating of the software, it is possible that the interface 
and functions of the software may be a little different, thanks 
for your understanding. 

Care and maintenance 
1.Regularly clean the product using a clean cloth.

2.Avoid exposing the product to direct sunlight or high temperatures.

3.Do not place the product in water as this will damage the electrical components.

4.Regularly inspect the charging plug and other parts for damage. If there are any signs of

damage, discontinue use immediately until the product has been fully repaired.

Troubleshooting 

Problem Reason Solution 
1.The quadcopter battery is low. 

1.Charge the quadcopter. The quadcopter 2.The remote control battery level is low 
is not (the battery indicator will flash). 

2 .Replace the remote control batteries. 

responding. 3.The quadcopter did not pair successfully 
3.Try pairing the remote control with the 

with the remote control. 
quadcopter again. 

The quadcopter 
does not The remote control battery level is low Replace the batteries. 

respond well. 

The quadcopter 1.The quadcopter propellers are damaged. 1. Replace the quadcopter propellers. 

does not take off 2.The quadcopter battery is low. 2.Charge the quadcopter. 

The camera does 1.The memory card is not inserted properly. 1 .Reinsert the memory card. 
not take photos 

2.The memory card is full. 
2.Free up some memory or use another

/record videos. memory card. 
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ISO QR code



Android QR code 




